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IntroductionIntroduction

Purpose: To take principles of static structural Purpose: To take principles of static structural 
analysis and design and applying them to a realanalysis and design and applying them to a real--
world example.world example.

Objectives: Objectives: 
Virtually Model a real chair with its defined dimensionsVirtually Model a real chair with its defined dimensions
Determine the design capacities of the chair based on Determine the design capacities of the chair based on 
its materials and connectionsits materials and connections
Add a realistic load to chair, trace the load through the Add a realistic load to chair, trace the load through the 
chairchair’’s structural members, & input into multis structural members, & input into multi--frame 3D frame 3D 
to analyze the chairs response to the added loadto analyze the chairs response to the added load



The ChairThe Chair

Manufacturer: IKEAManufacturer: IKEA

Style: IVAR Dining Room ChairStyle: IVAR Dining Room Chair

Construction Materials:Construction Materials:
2x2 No. 2 Dense (Assumed) Southern Pine2x2 No. 2 Dense (Assumed) Southern Pine
5/8 Steel Screws (Assumed)5/8 Steel Screws (Assumed)



Materials AnalysisMaterials Analysis

1,400,000975565175475980850No.3 and Stud3x3

1,400,000160048017577515501350No.2NonDense2x4

1,600,000165056517582517201500No.22x3

1,700,000185066017587519601700No.2 Dense2x2

1,600,000170048017590019501700No.1 NonDense

1,700,0001850565175105021301850No.1
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Design Capacities of Southern PineDesign Capacities of Southern Pine::
Table of Dimensional Lumber 2Table of Dimensional Lumber 2”” to 4to 4”” Thick, 2Thick, 2”” & Wider& Wider
Values in Pounds Per Square Inch (psi)Values in Pounds Per Square Inch (psi)



Chair StructureChair Structure
Use of individual columns, beams, girdersUse of individual columns, beams, girders
Top plate acts as bracing for live loads on the chairTop plate acts as bracing for live loads on the chair
The top plate sits on the horizontal members to transfer The top plate sits on the horizontal members to transfer 
loads to the columns which are then transferred to the loads to the columns which are then transferred to the 
ground.  ground.  



Chair AssemblyChair Assembly
The individual structural members are brought together The individual structural members are brought together 
by simple butt jointsby simple butt joints
The outside columns are screwed into the interior The outside columns are screwed into the interior 
girders & beams using 5/8 inch screwsgirders & beams using 5/8 inch screws
The top seat plate is then screwed on top of the The top seat plate is then screwed on top of the 
structural framestructural frame



Load Analysis ProblemsLoad Analysis Problems
Assumed Load 1Assumed Load 1

A 500 lb person applying a vertical (yA 500 lb person applying a vertical (y--axis) axis) 
point load in center of chairpoint load in center of chair
No lateral (xNo lateral (x--axis) force on assumed load 1axis) force on assumed load 1

Assumed Load 2Assumed Load 2
A 500 lb person seated normally applying a A 500 lb person seated normally applying a 
vertical (yvertical (y--axis) point load of 333 lbs (2/3 of axis) point load of 333 lbs (2/3 of 
weight)weight)
A lateral (xA lateral (x--axis) load of 167 lbs (1/3 of weight)  axis) load of 167 lbs (1/3 of weight)  



Load 1 Shear ResultsLoad 1 Shear Results



Load 1 Moment ResultsLoad 1 Moment Results



Load 1 Deflection ResultsLoad 1 Deflection Results



Load 2 Shear ResultsLoad 2 Shear Results



Load 2 Moment ResultsLoad 2 Moment Results



Load 2 Deflection ResultsLoad 2 Deflection Results



ConclusionsConclusions

Based on these findings, a 500 pound Based on these findings, a 500 pound 
person does not come close to the person does not come close to the 
capacity of the beam which leads us to capacity of the beam which leads us to 
assume that the assume that the connectionsconnections would fail would fail 
before the pine members would fail.before the pine members would fail.
In addition, the load capacities of the 5/8 In addition, the load capacities of the 5/8 
screws would be able to handle the 500 screws would be able to handle the 500 
lb load without any problems.lb load without any problems.
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